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HOW ENDPOINT
MANAGEMENT CAN KEEP
WORKPLACE IT SECURE
Workplaces have become highly connected. Even a small business could have dozens
of devices in the form of desktops, mobile devices, routers, and even smart appliances
as part of its IT infrastructure.
Unfortunately, each of these endpoints can now be a weak link that hackers could
exploit. Hackers constantly probe networks for vulnerable endpoints to breach.
For example, systems and applications that are configured using recycled user names
and passwords can easily be hacked given the availability of leaked credentials online.
Password management service LastPass noted that 59% of users use the same
password for multiple accounts.

Malware and malicious processes may also target workstations. Cyber-security firm
Symantec found a 1,000 percent increase in PowerShell script attacks in 2018.
These attacks use cleverly disguised malicious processes that appear legitimate at a
cursory glance. This is why IT security career is fast evolving into a huge market.

However, because of the number of devices in workplaces, keeping
networks safe from hackers has become quite a massive undertaking.
Fortunately, organizations now have access to a variety of tools that
help mitigate these threats such as endpoint management solutions.
Diane Rogers, Product Manager for Realtime Security of Cloud
Management Suite, shares:
"It only takes one compromised endpoint to bring a whole network
down. Even for smaller businesses, the loss of data, theft of
intellectual property, and downtime could cost tens of thousands of
dollars to deal with."
"This doesn't even include potential losses from government fines and
negative publicity. Therefore, it's critical for administrators to have
control over the devices connected to their networks. One way they
could do this is through effective endpoint management."
ACCi can help with high level and end-user Cyber Security Training
and management. Please give us a call with questions! 205-987-8711
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Meet Joel Sargent - ACCi's very own vCIO!
vCIO stands for “Virtual Chief Information Officer”. With a vCIO, you have
access to the knowledge and expertise of a CIO without the expense of
having a full-time officer on staff.
Beyond the cost savings of a full-time employee, access to a vCIO provides
your business with a high-level technology expert with a deep understanding
of business management. Joel will provide you with insight into how
implementing the right technology, at the right time, can take your business
to the next level.
How do I access my vCIO?
That’s easy. Just call us at (205) 987-8711, and we’ll set up a time to talk or
visit to discuss your business goals and strategy. While some IT companies
may charge separately for vCIO, our CoverIT Complete managed service
Analyze your IT environment
plan includes vCIO as part of the flat-rate package to provide businesses
Use technology strategically
with a complete IT resource and ongoing expertise. As part of your ACCi
Increase client and employee value
See what's coming around the corner service, you can leverage your vCIO and our understanding of business
operations. We will provide options to foster your businesses growth and
you will begin to think strategically about how your technology operates.

“ACCi provides us with
excellent service including
custom software development
and network support.”
- Satisfied Client since 1979
"So I went to the closet and sure enough…Its quiet
in there. I will schedule a pick up with Service.
I do not recall a smoother (or more complex)
major transition in my 21 years of overseeing IT
for the Diocese. Thank you."
~ Satisfied Client since 2018

“I am looking for a partner.
ACCi is that partner for IT.
They manage all of our IT and I
don’t worry about any of the IT
issues. It fits me perfectly.”
- Satisfied Client since 2010

“ACCi really met every technology
need we had and also exceeded
what we were expecting. ACCi
proved their value to us
immediately."
- Satisfied client since 2016
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What does end of support mean?
When Windows 7 reaches end of support on
January 14, 2020, Microsoft will no longer provide
the following:

Technical support for any issues
Software updates
Security updates or fixes

Penetration Testing
Examining security vulnerabilities and
attempting to exploit them is a key line of
defense in protecting your organization from
breaches. You may think your infrastructure
is protected, but those with malicious intent
are continuously looking to exploit
weaknesses. While vulnerability scans and
automatic updates reduce your risks, the only
way to know how your infrastructure would
react in the event of an attempted attack is to
conduct penetration testing. ACCi employs
trained, certified experts as ethical hackers to
search for weaknesses in infrastructure
(hardware), applications (software) and
people to proactively correct deficiencies
before you experience a breach.

While you could continue to use your PC running
Windows 7, without continued software and security
updates, it will be at greater risk for viruses and
malware. Going forward, the best way for you to stay
secure is on Windows 10. And the best way to
experience Windows 10 is on a new PC. While it is
possible to install Windows 10 on your older device, it
is not recommended by Microsoft.
Please give us a call - we can help with the transition!
205-987-8711

Types of testing
Network/ Application

Social Engineering

Most penetration tests include
network and application
penetration testing as standard.

Social engineering involves
human interaction. Examples
include phishing emails and
telephone calls used to obtain
credentials and access to
internal systems.

Web Application
Web application penetration
testing includes identifying
and exploiting SQL injection
flaws and combining with
other methods such as social
engineering in cross-site
scripting and cross-site
request forgery attack.

Premise/ Physical Security
A network can be technically
secure but physically
vulnerable. Regularly testing
physical security controls can
be just as important as a
network penetration test.

